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Energy Credit Return Drivers Going Forward

• **Special Situation Opportunities** – Idiosyncratic, alpha generating investments that can be based on our early, or differing view of a particular basin or subsector relative to the market.

• **Crossover Credits** – Over $140B of IG paper fell into the HY market during the downturn and many of these companies have been deleveraging and rightsizing their balance sheets, increasing the potential to be upgraded back to IG ratings in the next 2 to 3 years, providing good yield and principal appreciation potential going forward.

• **Re-Org/Distressed Opportunities** – As a result of the downturn, there are many interesting restructuring opportunities whereby bondholders convert debt to equity at the trough of the cycle. These opportunities have the potential for very high returns.

• **Opportunistic and Relative Value Trading** – These opportunities are numerous and can be related to acquiring cheaper assets within the capital structure of a particular entity, or relative to another company.